
Motion 1: Tackling the Climate 
Emergency in the North West 

1. Conference commends Federal Policy Paper 139 “Tackling the Climate Emergency” 
and recognises the relevance of our Party’s ambitious but realistic goals to 
forthcoming debates ahead of the UK hosting of the 2020 UN Conference on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC-COP26) in Glasgow during November this year.  

2. Conference notes with concern the potential threats to UK biodiversity posed by any 
post-Brexit diversion from EU legislative frameworks for environmental protection. 

3. Conference recognises that; 
a. there are existing and planned measures in this region and elsewhere which, 

although they go some way toward our objective of introducing programmes 
to increase UK forest cover and restore peatlands, lack the level of ambition 
exemplified by our recent manifesto target of planting an additional 60 
million trees a year. 

b. mitigation measures, however ambitious, need to be seen as complementary 
to the primary goal of minimising emissions and not as an excuse for relaxing  

c.  “bottom up” campaigns and actions can play an important role in tackling 
the Climate Emergency both through direct contributions to improving the 
environment as an as means of harnessing public opinion to exert pressure 
on local and national government 

4. Conference proposes that; 
a. Party Policy, as set out in Policy Paper 139, which proposes that each 

principal local authority set out its own Zero Carbon Strategy, should be a key 
issue in forthcoming local government election campaigns in this region. 

b.  all future Local Plans should include a “Greener Communities” Annex which 
identifies opportunities to utilise public land and develop partnerships with 
local landowners to stimulate local tree planting or sapling nursery schemes 
and other measures for increasing biodiversity such as the planting of wild 
flowers.  

c. Councillors and local activists should be alert to opportunities to serve as a 
catalyst for collaboration between local authorities, schools or community 
groups and organisations such as the Woodland Trust, the Wildlife Trusts or 
initiatives such as Grow Wild  

 

  



Motion 2: Acceptance from an Early Age: 
teaching tolerance in primary schools 
Conferences notes that there is no current programme in primary schools which deals with 
issues of acceptance and tolerance of all life choices. 

At this critical age, it is important to educate children in the differences that exist within 
everyone, and how there is no ‘normal’ way to live your life, and that you should never be 
persecuted in any way because of the way someone lives their life. 

For the first time in history we, as a society, are moving towards full equality for all people 
regardless of sexual orientation, race and gender, and how they choose to live their lives, 
but there is still a long way to go. 

The Liberal Democrats would implement a one-hour class in all Primary Schools once a 
fortnight which would create a space to teach, and answer questions, about elements of life 
that have the potential to be persecuted. 

Primary school pupils are the perfect age for such a programme as they are exploring the 
world and formulating thoughts and opinions that will dictate how they live the rest of their 
lives. 

With more and more children of primary school age being exposed to the internet and social 
media through smartphone ownership, it is key that we expose any hate speech they come 
across and counter it with reasoned facts and argument. 

Conference feels that in this way we can help the next generation of children become more 
tolerant, accepting and kind. 

 

 

Motion 3: Capitalization of Successes: 
Towards a Carbon Neutral North West 
Conference notes that there are many areas that Liberal Democrats are yet to pursue on a 
regional basis which have proved successful when implemented in different areas of the 
United Kingdom. 

We are not capitalising on the many successes of Liberal Democrats across the country, and 
so are missing out on a vital opportunity to put into practise policy that has worked for 
others. 



At this vital time in the Earth’s history, we cannot afford to let these opportunities slip by.  

There are currently 30 Councils across the North West that have declared a climate 
emergency. These Councils must be put under pressure to implement policy which has 
worked in other Councils. 

Where Liberal Democrats are in control there must be efforts made to implement policy 
that has worked in other areas, and where in opposition Liberal Democrats must lobby hard 
the governing party to do so. 

Climate change should not be a political football, and we should work across party lines to 
make every effort to implement good, progressive policy, regardless of its origin. 

We should encourage climate change all-party groups to work together, and not allow 
parties or individuals to stand in the way of progress. 

Grasping the Opportunity: 

Liberal Democrats in the North West region should lobby for the following policy that has 
been proven to reduce carbon footprint in other parts of the country: 

- Zero-carbon homes policy re-introduction 
- Biosolar photovoltaic panels on ALL Council owned roofs. 
- Implementation of Clean Air Zones in all major towns and cities. 
- ‘Go Ultra Low’ city status for towns and cities. 
- Real time monitoring of nitrogen dioxide levels. 
- Weekly food waste collections. 
- 20mph limits in all urban areas. 
- Investigations into selling land at below market value to make sustainable 

development more economically viable. 
- Energy storage facilities. 
- The creation of Council-run energy sustainable energy supplier companies. 

This is by no means an exhaustive list and should be longer after internal dialogue. 

The policy areas above have all been proven to have worked, helping regions towards 
carbon neutrality. Most, if not all of the policy areas above will become increasingly 
necessary in the following decade and so by acting ‘ahead of the curve’ we prove that we 
are the party of the environment. 

Further, there should be a Climate Forum in the North West for ideas to be shared amongst 
elected Liberal Democrats. We should be talking to each other more, asking for advice and 
sharing our successes. This is how we grow and integrate our climate policy and get the best 
out of each other’s unique viewpoints and talents. 


